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FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: still stuck in the shuttle waiting to get let out ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::pushes the prune juice as far away as he can, the smell is starting to make him dizzy::
OPS_MJDoole says:
@::Hails IKS QIb:: *IKS QIb*: Shuttlecraft Yeager to IKS QIb. Requesting permission to come aboard and request that Lieutenant Commander Ravenprowler and Lieutenant Commander Lorenzo meet the shuttle in the Main Shuttlebay.
CNS_Suder says:
::in yay tach, looks over at CMO::
Host Drelak says:
::pretty much wandering the halls, reading from a Romulan PADD she had in a pocket, with a very concerned look on her face::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::in yay tach appearing to stare out at the stars... but really watching everyone in the reflection of the glass::
CEO_Jelis says:
::heading to bridge in a TL after his recent promotion::
XO_Q`tor says:
::looking over volunteers for assault group::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands up from a good meal in Yay Tach::
CNS_Suder says:
::spots CO and makes her way over to him. Reaches his table and clears her throat::
Host Drelak says:
::moves over to a wall panel, and presses a communication button:: *CO*: Drelak to the Captain.  Our situation has worsened, may I speak with you, immediately?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps commbadge:: *Drelak*: On my way. ::Sighs::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::turns around and goes over to Q'tor... reading his mind and wanting to go on the team::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Notices the CNS and raises his eyebrow Vulcan style::
CNS_Suder says:
CO: can I accompany you, sir? ::trots along beside him::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: unhooks her taj and flips it over her hand, over an over as she waits ::
CMO_Kymar says:
::reads over his PADD and checks over the crew casualties, injuries and all other Medical Related things::
OPS_Temp says:
::standing at the OPS console on the bridge:: *OPS* Yeager, this is the QIb.  You're cleared for docking in shuttle-bay one, I'm not sure about having people greet you though sir, we're a little busy right now....


Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: Sure. Why not?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads for the door to Yay Tach::
CEO_Jelis says:
::takes out a PADD and makes notes about the turbo-lift system as it finally comes to a halt::
CNS_Suder says:
CO: Er, good... ::pause:: you're planning a trip to the PRO base, right?
XO_Q`tor says:
Assault Group: Assemble in transporter room one, and standby
Host Drelak says:
::wonders where on the ship she is, and where they're meeting::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: That's what the briefing said. ::Walking and heading out of Yay Tach towards the turbolift::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: Exactly who did you have in mind Commander?
XO_Q`tor says:
::sees the CO leaving yay tach and follows him::
CNS_Suder says:
::has trouble keeping up, wishes the Co would stop half running, half walking, it's frustrating!:: CO: You can't bring Kymar... ::decides to be direct::
OPS_MJDoole says:
@:: heads for Shuttlebay 1:: *OPS_Temp*: I'm sensing that something is very wrong. What is going on?
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I have not decided on what senior officers will accompany the strike team yet
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hears the shuttlebay doors opening ::
CEO_Jelis says:
::walks out onto the bridge, sighing at the growing list on the PADD::
CMO_Kymar says:
::notices everyone leaving yay tach but stays:: Self: Just wish I had something to drink ::looks at the Prunes juice:: Something...nice...to drink
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sees the XO coming after him and feels like a mama duck with her ducklings. Enters the TL::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::nods.... then heads to the bridge to continue her scans of the system::
CNS_Suder says:
::has a sudden urge to quack::
OPS_Temp says:
::pauses:: *OPS* Well... we're lost our main disruptor, along with the rest of the forward module, the entire crew has been subject to some crazy mind games, and it looks like we're just pawns in a very big game that someone's playing.  Things are.... wrong.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: And why not?
CNS_Suder says:
::but restrains herself::


XO_Q`tor says:
::entering the TL:: CO: Sir, you are on your way to speak with the Senator?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to the XO and nods::
Host Drelak says:
::taps at the PADD, with nothing more or less than extreme concern on her face::
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks for the bartender and can’t find one, deciding that he needs energy more than help he heads behind the Bar to make himself a nice cup of jumja tea::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Good. I have some further questions for her.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::lands in shuttlebay 1:: ::sensing someone trapped in another shuttlecraft, quickly powers down::
CEO_Jelis says:
Self: Turbo-lift motivator problems, forward module replacement, undocumented incompatibilities with original Klingon engineering... and it goes on...
CNS_Suder says:
CO: He's unstable. Well, we was unstable before, like a building after an earthquake with one wall still OK. That wall is, er, gone, I think... ::pauses, knows she's not explaining this very well. decides to take this down to CO's level:: what I'm trying to say, sir is he's cracked... ::nods::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::opens shuttlecraft hatch, heads for other shuttlecraft::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hears a shuttle land and starts kicking on the door ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at the XO again as the TL doors close and the trio head to Drelak's quarters::
CNS_Suder says:
::looks up at XO, wishing all Klingons were about half a foot shorter::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::reaches other shuttlecraft, finds door::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: Hmmm..............colorful description of the Doc.
Host Drelak says:
::wonders how much longer the CO is going to be::
CNS_Suder says:
::shrugs:: CO: he's a colorful person...
OPS_MJDoole says:
::tries to open door, finding it stuck::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::arrives on the Bridge and accesses her console at Sci 1::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
::  drops into a defensive stance as the door rattles, raising her taj ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CNS: Counselor, I will need a doctor with the strike force. Do you think Doctor Kymar is up to it? His combat skills would come in very useful.
CEO_Jelis says:
::continues scrolling down his PADD, noting an increasing list of minor problems such as stuck doors::



Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: Well whatever you think best Counselor. Have Dr. Ravenprowler back up your findings from a medical perspective and send them to me.
CNS_Suder says:
XO: Would he be as useful if that final screw, that one thing that's keeping him intact suddenly fell out? You could have a babbling Bajoran down there... that sound like fun, Commander? ::keeps eye contact with XO throughout all of this::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::TL doors open and he exits::
OPS_MJDoole says:
Self: Not a problem. ::grasps door, and yanks it open, practically ripping it from the frame. Sees Lt Commander Ravenprowler:: FCO: Tigs, I believe this flight is cancelled.
CMO_Kymar says:
::hums merrily as he makes the tea, ignoring that ever-present sense of someone looking over his shoulder::
CEO_Jelis says:
::gives up trying to prioritize jobs, and just starts sending out work crews from the top of the list. Unfortunately, the TLs are pretty near the bottom::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: relaxes out of her stance and drops her weapon arm, hugging MJ tightly:: OPS: THANK YOU!!!
CNS_Suder says:
::follows CO, waiting for XO's reply::
XO_Q`tor says:
::thinks about the CNS response::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heading down the hall he approaches Drelak's quarters::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: exits the shuttle :: OPS: Where are the children?
Host Drelak says:
::presses the wall panel again:: *CO* Captain.  This issue is pressing, how much longer will your arrival take?
OPS_MJDoole says:
::smiles awkwardly, hugging Tigs back:: FCO: Good to see you again. I have a surprise for you on my shuttle.
CMO_Kymar says:
::takes his mug back over to his PADD and looks around the empty lounge from behind his table:: Self: This place got very quiet, very quickly
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Presses the door chime to Drelak's quarters::
Host Drelak says:
Door: Come in.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::takes FCO to Shuttlecraft Yeager to get the children::
CNS_Suder says:
::leans over to XO and mutters:: XO: Still waiting...
CEO_Jelis says:
::notes from his list that at least the work on the Warp engines is complete, and allows himself a small smile::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: moves to the OD and secures a comm.-badge, tapping it :: *CO*: Sir, our new OPS officer has arrived.


CSO_Lorenzo says:
::begins to retrieve the readings being relayed by the shuttles orbiting the space around the QIb::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Enters Drelak's quarters as the door sort of swishes and clunks open::
XO_Q`tor says:
::follows the CO into Drelak's quarters and whispers down to the CNS:: CNS: Thinking
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
::follows::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::reaches shuttlecraft, and enters::
Host Drelak says:
::holds up her PADD:: CO: This is tied into the Romulan military net ::slips it back into a pocket:: CO: thirty eight minutes ago, the warbirds T'Mir and P'Vaan declared for the PRO.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps comm:: *FCO*: Thank you Commander. Show him around please.
CNS_Suder says:
::wonders if she should enter, and decides they can always tell her to leave:: XO: Bring someone else. He's not the only one with medical experience on board...
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*: Aye, Sir, Ravenprowler, out.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::un-straps the children, handing Zelinda to FCO::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::runs a diagnostic on their short range sensors::
OPS_MJDoole says:
FCO: Here. I'll take JT
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: You mean joined them?
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes the infant , who promptly pulls her hair ::
Host Drelak says:
CO: Yes.  They were patrolling the Gyra Rho system at last known point of contact. I believe you are familiar with it.
XO_Q`tor says:
Drelak: You want us to take out the PRO base for you. Where is it? Can you give us it's layout?
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: looks at the baby :: Hello Zeli.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::carefully takes FCO's hair out of Zelinda's hand::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Yeah I know it. What do you suggest we do?
Host Drelak says:
::turns to face the XO:: XO: Were you listening, when I informed you that the Romulan military intended to retake its property?
CNS_Suder says:
::raises an eyebrow at Drelak's tone towards Q'tor::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::receives a distress call on all frequencies..... opens it up to hear the message::


Host Drelak says:
CO: I suggest we head there immediately, as that is the best intelligence we have for PRO locations.
CEO_Jelis says:
::heads back to the TL to continue his inspection tour::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to the XO:: XO: How are we coming on repairs?
 
ACTION: The distress call shows a Starfleet officer, a Ferengi, on the screen, wearing command red, and the pips of an Admiral.  

OPS_MJDoole says:
FCO: I understand that Jo left with you. Let's bring the children to her.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
Self: Admiral Zog?
Toorain says:
%COMM: ALL: All available vessels, outpost 429, emerg-!
 
ACTION: The comm is cut.

FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: leaves the shuttle bay for Jo's quarters ::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::follows FCO::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::hits her comm badge::  *CO* Captain, we've received an emergency distress call from Outpost 429.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: kisses Zeli gently on the forehead ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Warp engines are back online, as are the impulse engines. Shields are minimal, sensors are limited to short range. Weapons are nearly non-existent.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: reaches over an tussles JT's blonde curls ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CSO*: Reroute the transmission to the senators quarters.
CNS_Suder says:
::focuses on Drelak, just to get a better reading::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::attempts to clear up the image and get the frequency back to hear the rest of the message::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Any luck getting the forward module reattached?
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: arrives at Jo's quarters and rings the door chime ::
 
ACTION: Efforts to clean up the signal fail.  All message traffic from outpost 429 is now silent.




OPS_MJDoole says:
Self: (but loud enough for FCO to hear him): :;sighs:: The perfect mother for these two. If only.... ::thought trails off::
CEO_Jelis says:
TL: yay tach
CSO_Lorenzo says:
*CO* Aye Sir. ::reroutes the message to the Senators quarters::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::replays the message for the Captain::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Not without a Starbase sir. There has been too much structural damage.
JO says:
:: opens the door and stands bewildered by the sight of the twins ::
CEO_Jelis says:
::winces at the sound of metal grinding on metal as the TL arrives at it's destination::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Watches as the beginning of the message comes through then gets cut off::
CMO_Kymar says:
::silently drinks his tea, looking over the PADD in the silent lounge:: Self: So many people died....and its not my fault this time. It was the Romulans. It was their fault! ::growls quietly and drinks more of his tea::
Host Drelak says:
::watches the message::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hands Zeli to Jo with a half smile and moves out of the way ::
CEO_Jelis says:
::steps out and looks around the lounge, seeing only a single crewmember drinking tea at an isolated table::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands up straight and turns to the XO:: XO: Well Commander looks like we're gonna have to bum a ride from your dad.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::looks down at Jo, and hands her JT:: Jo: Hey there.
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up to the crewmember who just entered, then back down to his PADD::
Host Drelak says:
::hasn't a clue what the captain just said to the first officer, and wonders whether or not she should ask::
CEO_Jelis says:
CMO: Doctor... Kymar, isn't it? I was just looking for the bartender to get an update on the work he's requested in here.
CNS_Suder says:
::looks at Drelak:: Drelak: we need to borrow someone's war-bird... ::shrugs:: I think...
XO_Q`tor says:
::not sure what the CO said, but gets the point::
Jo says:
:: her eyes fill with tears :: OPS : They seem like they have grown a ton since I have seen them last .
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: He is standing by sir.



CMO_Kymar says:
::looks up:: CEO: He...left. I don’t know where. If you want a drink just make it yourself ::smiles::
OPS_MJDoole says:
Jo: You look surprised to see me. I've been transferred from the USS Luna to the IKS QIb.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: looks up at MJ:: OPS: We should head for the bridge, Lt.
Host Drelak says:
::frowns:: CNS: Are the warp engines still off-line?
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Contact Q'von and have him prepare for our arrival. Request a ship that I can command personally.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::going over the readings from the patrolling shuttles.... looking through all the scans herself::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: turns and takes a few short steps toward the lift, before pausing to wait for OPS ::
CEO_Jelis says:
CMO: I would if I wasn't on duty. This work schedule isn't going to write itself. Perhaps while I'm here we can talk about Sickbay?
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: That is unlikely sir. A Klingon crew will not readily accept a human commander. Sir, we do have warp drive and the cloak.
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Alert all personnel to beam over ASAP. :: Pauses and looks at the CNS thinking::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::looks at Tigs: Right. Let's go. ::looks at twins:: Twins: Be good for Aunt Jo. ::looks at Jo with a smile::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::leaves with FCO::
CNS_Suder says:
::shakes head:: Drelak: No, we have them back, but without the forward section we're not doing great... he’s ne the need to sue another ship...
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters the lift saying:: Comp: Bridge.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::trying to find out if there are any other Federation ships in the system that could provide the outpost with assistance::
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Can we make the trip without further damage though?
CNS_Suder says:
::stands up straighter, can feel someone's eyes on her. Turns to see CO thinking:: CO: What? ::sounds suspicious::
CMO_Kymar says:
CEO: That’s a good idea. ::thinks for a moment:: I have some design ideas for new equipment. Scanners, stuff like that. And I need the EMH upgraded to the latest Federation Version
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Aye sir. We can reach our destination. What awaits us there is the question.
OPS_MJDoole says:
FCO: So how have you been, since leaving the Luna?


Host Captain_Turner says:
::Ignores the CNS's comment::
CNS_Suder says:
::wonders when 'what?' became a comment::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: shrugs at OPS and exits the lift for the bridge, heading directly for her station :: 
Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Fine we'll take the QIb and if she's ready we can use her to assist 429 if not we'll have to hide the ship in a nebula or behind a planet and join Q'von's forces.
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: And I'm sure damage control can have shields and weapons back online by the time we get there sir.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
*CO* Captain, there are no other Federation ships anywhere near the Outpost.  We're the closest thing they've got.
CEO_Jelis says:
CMO: ::winces:: We can put down some suggestions... How about current systems? Is everything up to specification and working properly? I've got such a long work list to go through that I'm afraid some items are being missed.
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CSO*: Understood. Alert the crew. All hands to stations yellow alert.
Host Drelak says:
::turns to face the CO:: CO: We must go and assist your people.  The PRO can wait, the Romulan forces can deal with them.  You should take care of your own.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::walks up to CO and XO:: Lieutenant Monruth James Doole, reporting for duty as OPS on the IKS QIb ::hands over PADD with transfer orders::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: plots evasive maneuvers ::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
FCO: Plot a course for Outpost 429.... we'll be ready for the Captain's order.
CNS_Suder says:
::smiles at the new OPS officer, wondering how long he'll last::
CMO_Kymar says:
CEO: Everything works fine, except for tham damn EMH! Its always on my back, stupid Klingon thing. I want it dead, or federation. Other than that all is well
XO_Q`tor says:
::turns to face the new OPS and takes the PADD with his orders::
CEO_Jelis says:
::hears the yellow alert being announced::  CMO: I guess we'll have to finish this discussion later.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Raises eyebrows at Drelak:: Drelak: And what made you think I'd do otherwise? I hope for peace with your people but not at the sacrifice of my own.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::reads Tig's mind::  FCO: We have a new CEO.... he fixed our warp engines..... ::grins::
CMO_Kymar says:
CEO: I guess so...
CMO_Kymar says:
::drinks his tea and reads the PADD again::


Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at OPS:: OPS: Lieutenant. Welcome aboard.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: waits for the CO to ask for a course ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Alright everyone to your stations.
CEO_Jelis says:
::Heads to the TL:: TL: Engineering. ::grits teeth for the metal grinding, which doesn't come this time::
XO_Q`tor says:
::looks over the orders:: OPS: Old orders, but they will do. Report to your post immediately. And welcome aboard ::grins mischievously::
CNS_Suder says:
OPS: Welcome aboard, Lt. I'm Kesh Suder, Counselor... ::figures that was pretty obvious what with the body suit and all, but had to say it. Holds out hand::
Host Drelak says:
::shrugs:: CO: It was possible that your desire for revenge would come ahead of your desire to help.  I am pleased that it has not.
CEO_Jelis says:
::looks back to his PADD and adds "intermittent" to the noisy TL entry::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: I'd appreciate it if you stayed in your quarters while we sort this out. ::Turns to leave::
Host Drelak says:
CO: And if you need assistance?
CMO_Kymar says:
::finishes his tea, puts the PADD in the pocket of his Lab Coat and heads for the bridge::
Host Captain_Turner says:
Drelak: Then I'll have my people call your people. ::Heads out of Drelak's quarters and to the bridge::
XO_Q`tor says:
::turns back to the Senator at her comment:: Drelak: Honor demands that duty come first Senator. The opportunity for revenge will present itself in its own good time.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::tries to get their long range sensors back online::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads down the hall to the TL and enters::
Host Drelak says:
::is perturbed that the XO is already planning for revenge, but decides to say nothing of it at this point::
CEO_Jelis says:
::steps out of the TL into main engineering, which is milling with engineering personnel working on various minor problems::
CNS_Suder says:
::keeps with XO:: XO: Commander. I trust you're not going to take Kymar anywhere?
CMO_Kymar says:
::after the jerky, and nightmarish ride through the TL he steps off the bridge, slightly shaken::
XO_Q`tor says:
::heads out and off to the bridge:: *Assault team*: Stand down, and report to battle stations.

CEO_Jelis says:
::hears the TL behind him screech away down the shaft::
XO_Q`tor says:
CNS: It would appear not Counselor
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads off the TL and onto the bridge with the XO::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::looks at small chair at OPS:: Self: This will never do. ::removes old chair:: COM: Computer, replicate me a chair to fit my frame. ::watches as large chair materializes and sits down:: Self: Much better.
CNS_Suder says:
XO: Good...
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads to the center seat:: All: Report!
CMO_Kymar says:
::surveys the destruction of the bridge and the ship from a little corner, taking particular interest in a giant replicating of chairs::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::cracks knuckles:: Self: Ok. let's see what's what.
XO_Q`tor says:
::tapps comm badge:: Q'tor to CEO. Your priorities now are shields then weapons
CEO_Jelis says:
*CO* Sir, this is Jelis in Engineering. I heard a yellow alert. We might be able to get shields or weapons functional soon, but not both. 
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CEO*: Shields first then weapons Chief.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::turns to the XO:: XO: Sir, we can go in cloaked until they are operational.
CNS_Suder says:
XO: Kinda weird that Drelak should feel so shocked that you're planning revenge already, isn’t it? ::remembers she’s talking to a Klingon:: Sorry, that’s what I heard anyway...
Host Captain_Turner says:
All: All stations ready?
XO_Q`tor says:
CNS: I am not concerned with how the Senator feels. Besides, I am not planning revenge. Merely awaiting the opportunity.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to Tigs:: FCO: Course laid in?
CMO_Kymar says:
::speaks up from his corner:: CO: Sir...what can I do? My medics have it all handled down in Sickbay....
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::continues to work over her console reading the relays from the shuttles and notifying them of our departure::
CNS_Suder says:
XO: exactly...but my point is that the senator found even that amount of forward planning worrying... that’s not very Romulan, now is it?
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: thinks depends on where we are going, but calmly waits for an engage order ::


CEO_Jelis says:
::orders staff onto the defensive systems:: CO: I hope to have some power to the shields shortly, sir.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Aye Sir, shuttles will follow, matching our warp and keeping their sensors scanning for us.
Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Starbase 429, engage maximum warp!
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: casually plots the course and engages the warp engines ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CNS: Again counselor, her feelings on the matter are not my concern.
CNS_Suder says:
::grolws:: XO: Klingons! ::heads for her seat, mulling::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: coaxes the engines past warp nine ::
 
ACTION: Time passes, and the ship is merely three minutes out from the outpost, closing at high warp.  Shields are available once again, weapons.... not yet.  

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sitting in center seat now leans over to Q'tor and whispers::
CEO_Jelis says:
::moves most of the engineering staff to work on the main disruptors, with a few left to monitor shields::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::still keeping in contact with the shuttles which have all fallen behind but continued to send in sensor readings::
Host Captain_Turner says:
All: Status report!
OPS_MJDoole says:
CO: OPS standing by and ready.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scans the flight path for obstructions ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at OPS:
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Short range sensors are giving me nothing except the outpost Sir... no comm emissions no other ships.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at the CSO::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::calibrates to try and deepen her scans::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: I'm getting plenty of life signs Sir.  Their shields are down, we can transport over.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
CO : Sir, our course is set,  ETA one minute.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::rerouting power to key areas::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Nods at the FCO::


CMO_Kymar says:
::checks on weapons and shields:: CO: We have full shields and extremely minimal weapons
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to CSO:: CSO: Not just yet. ::Turns to OPS::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::tries to pin point the location of Admiral Toorain::
CNS_Suder says:
::looks over at CMO and over to CO:: CO: Sir, can I have a minute with the doctor?
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: drops out of warp at the outer markers ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
OPS: Try to open a channel.
CEO_Jelis says:
*CO* Sir, we're getting anomalous readings from the weapons systems. There's power there, but I'm not sure what will happen when they fire. I'd recommend against using them unless we're dead otherwise.
XO_Q`tor says:
::opens a comm to Q'von and sends a text only message::
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks down to the Counselor and smiles weakly, in the hope she won’t talk to him::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: I'm reading one Ferengi life sign Sir.  In the Operations room.... its very faint Sir.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: Its really not a good time right now Counselor.
OPS_MJDoole says:
::opens channel:: CO: Channel Open
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CEO*: Understood.
CNS_Suder says:
::stands up:: CO: Neither of us are being used...call us if you need to... ::starts to walk over to CMO::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes the ship to one quarter impulse past the inner markers ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Can you get a lock on it?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::tries to lock onto the Admiral with transporters::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: Standby I'll determine whose necessary and when.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: I have a lock Sir.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Remembers the last time the CNS went off half cocked::
CMO_Kymar says:
::thinks: "Thank you, Captain" while smiling and keeping an eye on the tactical systems::
CNS_Suder says:
::really wants to argue, but decides she'd rather not be court-martialed. Sits back down and commences worrying about CMO again::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, Captain Q'von reports that he is standing by, awaiting further instructions.


Host Captain_Turner says:
COMM: 429: This is Captain Turner of the I.K.S. QIb. Come in Starbase 429.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: I think he's dying Sir.
CMO_Kymar says:
::signs off the Tactical Console:: CO: Captain, I'll be in Sickbay. Beam the Ferengi over when you're ready
 
ACTION: Mere silence greets the hail.

Host Captain_Turner says:
XO: Understood.
CNS_Suder says:
::bites her lip in annoyance, going through in her mind what she'd say to the CO right now if she could, expletives and flowery language and all::.
CMO_Kymar says:
::heads off into the TL:: TL: Sickbay, and don’t start grinding and breaking
OPS_MJDoole says:
CO: No response to hail.
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Are you getting any readings for Romulan cloaked ships?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to OPS:: OPS: Lock on and beam him to sickbay.
CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he gets out, heading back into his Sickbay to prepare for his next patient::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: The only long range sensors we had were coming from the shuttles but they fell behind us long ago.... all I have are short range sensors.  Nothing on them, no ships....
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps comm-badge:: *CMO*: Your up to bat Doc. One critical trauma on the way.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
::  plots a standard orbit on station, bring the QIb to with in 40000 km for transport ::
OPS_MJDoole says:
::locks on and beams the Ferengi from the station to sickbay
CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: We are all ready down here, Captain. Beam him over when ready
CNS_Suder says:
*CMO*: Give me a shout if you need another pair of hands, Doctor...
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to OPS:: OPS: Make with the pretty lights Lt.
OPS_MJDoole says:
CO: One Ferengi in Sickbay.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: I am however getting a slight emission.. could be cloaked warbird... its closing fast... I'm not certain.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: feels like she should be in Sickbay but stifles the feeling ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to OPS:: OPS: Make with the pretty lights Lt.


CMO_Kymar says:
:;grabs his Tricorder from his belt and starts to scan his next patient:: *CNS*: I'll keep that in mind, Counselor
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: ETA?
 
ACTION: A half-Ferengi, half-Human is beamed into sickbay.  He's barely conscious, and wears the uniform of an Admiral.  Phaser burns have seared through his body, and a few bits of flesh hang out at sections.  Blood pumps out of the body, pooling quickly on the floor, his facial ridges black, and blue.

OPS_MJDoole says:
::turns to CO:: CO: Make with the pretty lights?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::trys to get more out of their sensors::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pulls up the buffer pattern and looks at the condition of the Ferengi ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Ignores the OPS officers confusion::
Host Toorain says:
::slowly raises a barely functioning arm, and grabs one of many medical officers hovering around him::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CSO: Full scan of the station and the area for hostile ships or presence.
MO says:
:: Administers coagulase and starts the bio panels and scans ::
Host Captain_Turner says:
:;Taps the comm:: *CMO*: What do we have Doc?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CO: Aye Sir.
Host Toorain says:
::hisses:: MO: Saa.... lis.... 
CMO_Kymar says:
::grabs a hypo and loads it with the maximum possible dosage of Hypoercoagulin, injecting it into his patient:: MO_D'oh: Get his blood-type! I want a match and I want pints of it replicated and pumped into him! *CNS*: Counselor, I could use a hand down here...
OPS_MJDoole says:
::looks at FCO:: FCO: Pretty Lights? ::shakes head::
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: You need help Doc? I got just the person.
CNS_Suder says:
::stands up:: *CO*: Permission to leave the bridge... ::doesn't wait for an answer::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks at Tigs:: FCO: I know you want to so just go.
Host Toorain says:
::continues hissing, seeing as normal speech is pretty much beyond him:: MO: Don't... destroy.... alliance...... she..... she..... Shaal....... ::collapses::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CNS: You can join them.
CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: I got the Counselor, thanks anyway, Captain


FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: stares blankly at the CO ::
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: ETA?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
XO: About two minutes Sir.
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: If this is as bad as I think it is then you won't mind the additional help I'm sending.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
CO : Suder is on her way Sir.
XO_Q`tor says:
CSO: No ID on it?
 
ACTION: Every tiny teeny life sign he has flat lines, as every instrument around the Admiral starts beeping in bad ways.

CMO_Kymar says:
::watches the MO replicate the blood and fit it into the transfuser:: *CO*: Whatever you say, Captain. We could use a bit of help I suppose
Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Doc, go and get your hands bloody. I know you want to.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::tries to get better readings of the incoming emissions::
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
CO : Is that an order, Captain?
CMO_Kymar says:
MO: He's going into systematic failure! Administer 2cc's of Tricordrazine D
Host Captain_Turner says:
FCO: Yeah in fact it is. ::Grins a bit::
XO_Q`tor says:
CO: Sir, I recommend we go to red alert. This could be the Romulans coming back.
 
ACTION: Sensors also start wailing, as the anomaly sudenly decloaks; and reveals itself to be a perfectly stength D'deridex class warbird - on an intercept course.
FCO_Ravenprowler says:
:: slaves over her console to OPS, nodding to MJ as she takes her leave ::
CNS_Suder says:
::exits the TL and runs for sickbay::
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 
 

